Mechanisms of HIV-1 integrase resistance to dolutegravir and potent inhibition of drug-resistant variants
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HIV-1 infection depends on the integration of viral DNA into host chromatin. Integration is mediated by the viral enzyme integrase and is blocked by integrase strand transfer inhibitors (INSTIs), first-line antiretroviral therapeutics widely used in the clinic. Resistance to even the best INSTIs is a problem, and the mechanisms of resistance are poorly understood. Here, we analyze combinations of the mutations E138K, G140A/S, and Q148H/K/R, which confer resistance to INSTIs. The investigational drug 4d more effectively inhibited the mutants compared with the approved drug Dolutegravir (DTG). We present 11 new cryo-EM structures of drug-resistant HIV-1 intasomes bound to DTG or 4d, with better than 3-Å resolution. These structures, complemented with free energy simulations, virology, and enzymology, explain the mechanisms of DTG resistance involving E138K + G140A/S + Q148H/K/R and show why 4d maintains potency better than DTG. These data establish a foundation for further development of INSTIs that potently inhibit resistant forms in integrase.

INTRODUCTION

HIV-1 and other retroviruses integrate a DNA copy of their viral RNA genome into the genome of the host cell, a process that is mediated by the virally encoded enzyme integrase (IN) (1, 2). The integrated proviruses serve as templates for transcription of new viral RNA genomes and the mRNAs required for production of progeny virions. The catalytic integration reaction that inserts a DNA copy of the viral genome in the host genome presents a target for treating people living with HIV-1 (PLWH) and for preventing new infections.

Two chemical steps are required for integration: (i) 3′-end processing, in which IN cleaves two nucleotides from each 3′-end of the viral DNA, and (ii) DNA strand transfer, in which IN inserts the ends of the viral DNA into target DNA in a one-step transesterification reaction (3). Completion of integration requires removal of two nucleotides from the 5′-ends of the viral DNA, filling in of the single strand gaps between viral and target DNA, and ligation. These latter steps are mediated by cellular enzymes. IN is both necessary and sufficient to carry out both 3′-processing and DNA strand transfer in vitro. Each step of DNA integration, up to formation of the integration intermediate, occurs within a series of stable nucleoprotein complexes (intasomes), involving a multimer of IN and a pair of viral DNA ends. The atomic structures have now been determined for a variety of retroviral intasomes (4–13), including HIV-1 (14, 15), revealing differences in the oligomeric assemblies and how they engage target DNA. The formation of intasome species and the intasome-mediated insertion of the viral DNA (vDNA) into the host genome are essential steps in the viral replication cycle [see (1, 2) for recent reviews].

Because integration is an essential step in viral replication, intasomes are targeted by an important class of antiretroviral drugs, the IN strand transfer inhibitors (INSTIs). INSTIs selectively interact with both the bound viral DNA and IN and, as a consequence, do not bind tightly to free IN (4, 16, 17). INSTIs work by chelating the two Mg²⁺ ions, blocking the active site and inhibiting the strand transfer activity of IN. Five INSTIs have been clinically approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and antiretroviral regimens that include INSTIs are standard of care. These include first-generation INSTIs raltegravir (RAL, approved 2007) and elvitegravir (EVG, approved 2011), as well as second-generation INSTIs dolutegravir (DTG, approved 2013), bictegravir (BIC, approved 2018), and cabotegravir (CAB, approved 2021). INSTIs are widely considered to be among the best therapeutic options for use in combination therapies to treat HIV-infected patients (18).

The major difference between first- and second-generation INSTIs lies in their ability to inhibit mutant forms of IN. Whereas both RAL and EVG can potently inhibit the wild-type (WT) enzyme, drug-resistant mutations (DRMs) quickly develop (19). The second-generation INSTIs can potently inhibit many of the mutant forms of IN that arise during the course of treatment with the first-generation inhibitors (20–22). However, clinical data indicate that resistance to second-generation INSTIs is now a
growing problem (23–25). Unfortunately, because HIV-1 replicates rapidly and the viral load is high, DRM can arise, and viral sequences within an infected individual can differ by 10% or more (26). These data highlight the challenges to developing effective treatments. They also point to the fact that, while resistance is a problem, it can be addressed when the mechanisms are understood and by using this information to develop compounds that inhibit both the WT and the DRM enzymes.

The most frequently encountered DRMs to INSTI therapy include mutations at position Q148H/K/R. The Q148 mutations are commonly found in combination with the G140A/S mutations (23–25, 27) [and, rarely, G140C (27)]. In addition to the pair of DRMs at positions 140/148, numerous other DRMs arise in and around the active site, frequently including E138K (27). Recent structural work using the simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) IN as a model for HIV-1 IN led to a proposed mechanism for the resistance of the G140S/Q148H double mutant (28). The mutation Q148H arises first, expelling a water molecule from the secondary coordinating shell of the Mg$^{2+}$ ions and introducing a bulky electropositively charged residue underneath the bound ligand. The subsequent mutation of the neighboring residue G140S acids the Nε2 of H148. Coupling of the residues S140-H148-E152 increases the partial positive charge near the Mg$^{2+}$ ligand. Collectively, these changes weaken chelation of the bound INSTI, leading to a reduction in drug binding. Because there are many complex DRMs that have a change at Q148 (H/K/R), Mg$^{2+}$ chelation of Mg$^{2+}$ was suggested to be the Achilles’ heel of this drug class. However, SIV$_{rcm}$ serves as a proxy for HIV-1; their active sites, including residues that are encountered in drug-resistant viral clones, are not identical. Moreover, only the double mutant G140S/Q148H was structurally defined, but there are many combinations of mutations at position 148H/K/R which can be paired with the G140A/S mutations and with other nearby mutations, including E138K. Thus, the full consequences of these and related mutations, and the structural basis of resistance in HIV-1 IN, which should help us understand how to develop INSTIs that can overcome resistance caused by mutations at these positions, remain unclear.

INSTIs containing a naphthyridine core have been developed into potent IN inhibitors that rival or even outperform clinical drugs in terms of their ability to inhibit a broad range of DRMs (20, 21, 29, 30). For example, the compound 4d was reported to inhibit certain DRMs, including variants with 140/148 mutations, with an order of magnitude higher potency than the clinically used drug DTG (21). Structural biology data have shed light on how naphthyridine-containing compounds bind to intasomes from HIV-1 and prototype foamy virus (PFV) (15, 29), revealing insights into the small but important differences in the ways INSTIs bind to PFV and HIV-1 IN (15). However, how and why these compounds retain potency against DRMs remains unclear. Thus, there is a pressing need not only to explain the underlying mechanisms of viral resistance but also to understand why compounds like 4d can potently inhibit resistant forms of IN.

Defining the underlying mechanisms of resistance lags behind clinical tabulation of emerging variants. This is primarily due to a lack of high-resolution structures of resistant variants and complementary tools to probe the resistance mechanisms. There have also been discrepancies in resistance profiles recorded for the 140/148 positions and their behavior in combination with other DRMs. Since mutations in HIV-1 IN that confer drug resistance occur in several distinct combinations, structures of HIV-1 intasomes bound to inhibitors with and without such mutations, complemented by insights on inhibitory potencies and enzyme/viral fitness, are required to understand the details of how these mutations confer resistance and to guide the design of drugs with improved resistance profiles.

RESULTS

Inhibitory potencies of DTG and a leading developmental INSTI 4d against resistant mutants

Novel developmental INSTIs based on the naphthyridine scaffold maintain potency against drug-resistant variants with mutations at position Q148 of HIV-1 IN (15, 20, 21, 29–31). However, whether their potency is maintained across the Q148H/K/R family of DRMs, particularly in association with the E138K and G140A/S mutations, remains unclear. We determined the ability of a leading clinically used second-generation INSTI, DTG, to inhibit mutant viruses containing all possible combinations of E138K + G140A/S + Q148H/K/R DRMs using single-round viral infection assays and compared the data to the most potent preclinical developmental INSTI 4d (Fig. 1A).

We began by measuring the median effective concentration (EC$_{50}$) values against the single mutants in a single-round infection assay, which include E138K, G140A, G140S, Q148H, Q148K, and Q148R (Fig. 1B). Both DTG and 4d potently inhibited WT HIV-1 with EC$_{50}$ values of 2.6 ± 0.3 nM and 1.5 ± 0.3 nM, respectively. The compounds also retained full potency (<2.0 nM) against all the mutants E138K, G140A/S, and Q148H/K/R.

We next tested the IN double mutants E138K/G140A, E138K/G140S, E138K/Q148H, E138K/Q148K, E138K/Q148R, G140A/Q148H, G140A/Q148K, G140A/Q148R, G140S/Q148H, G140S/Q148K, and G140S/Q148R (Fig. 1C). To compare the relative effectiveness of the two drugs, we calculated the fold changes (FCs) in the EC$_{50}$ values, using the Monogram biological cutoffs for resistance for DTG as a guide (32). In general, both DTG and 4d retained potency against this panel of IN double mutants, but 4d has a moderately better antiviral profile compared to DTG. 4d potently inhibited the IN double mutant G140A/Q148K (4.6 ± 0.7 nM; FC = 3), whereas DTG did not (132.0 ± 9.9 nM; FC = 51, P value <0.001). This suggests that the G140A/Q148K mutant has specific properties that make it particularly susceptible to 4d but not to DTG.

Last, we tested the complex IN mutants containing three or more mutations, which include E138K/G140A/Q148H, E138K/G140A/Q148K, E138K/G140A/Q148R, E138K/G140S/Q148H, E138K/G140S/Q148K, and E138K/G140S/Q148R (Fig. 1D). 4d was
considerably more effective than DTG against IN mutants E138K/G140A/Q148K (7.3 ± 0.6 nM; FC = 5 and 117.6 ± 11.6 nM; FC = 45, P values < 0.001, respectively) and E138K/G140S/Q148K (1.7 ± 0.3 nM; FC = 1 and 49.2 ± 2.7 nM; FC = 19, P values < 0.001, respectively). These results substantiate our observation that the double mutant G140A/Q148K is resistant to DTG and suggest that E138K can, under some circumstances, potentiate resistance. In accordance with the latter observation, the IN triple mutants formed by the addition of E138K to the IN double mutants G140A/Q148H, G140S/Q148H, G140S/Q148K, and G140A/Q148R all showed a decrease in susceptibility to DTG, although G140A/Q148K and G140S/Q148R remained largely unchanged. The only one of these triple mutants that led to a loss of susceptibility to 4d inhibition was E138K/G140A/Q148R. Although 4d did lose potency against E138K/G140A/Q148R (41.5 ± 5.2 nM; FC = 28), it retained more potency than DTG (P value < 0.001). Overall, as with the double mutants, the antiviral profile of 4d was always better than DTG against this panel of triple mutants.

Collectively, we find that there are significant variations in potency among the Q148H/K/R variants, but combinations containing Q148K were consistently less susceptible to DTG inhibition. Mutations at position G140A/S typically potentiate the resistance of Q148H/K/R, especially variants containing Q148K. The mutation E138K can potentiate resistance in the Q148H/K/R series, sometimes decreasing the potency of an INSTI by up to an order of magnitude, although this effect was less consistent in comparison to G140A/S. The preclinical INSTI 4d retained potency better than DTG against all tested mutants. This difference is most apparent in the ~10- to 20-fold higher potency against the double mutant G140A/Q148K and the triple mutant E138K/G140A/Q148K.
**Dissociation rates of 4d and DTG from intasomes**

Variations in INSTI potencies have been previously attributed to differences in the dissociation rates of the first- and second-generation INSTIs from the intasome active site (28, 33). Here, we used surface plasmon resonance (SPR) to measure the dissociation rates of 4d versus DTG. For this, we used the WT PFV intasome, because accurate measurements of INSTI binding constants to HIV intasomes by SPR are challenging due to the large size differences between INSTIs and the HIV intasome and the fact that the HIV intasomes can be compositionally heterogeneous (~400 to 600 kDa) (14). We found that the dissociation rate of 4d from PFV intasome was substantially slower than the dissociation rate of DTG (fig. S1).

**Enzymatic activities and viral replicative capacities**

DRMs that arise from the effects of drug pressure can have pleiotropic effects on the fitness of mutant viruses, which affect viral replicative capacity and derive from numerous factors, including protein stability and in vitro integration activity. Because the effects of the mutations on viral fitness affect which mutations are selected in vivo, we wanted to understand the effects of introducing DRMs on the fitness of the mutant viruses.

We first tested the ability of mutant INs to perform two-ended integration in vitro using double-stranded oligonucleotide mimics of the U5 vDNA end in a strand transfer assay (Fig. 2, A and B). In comparison to the WT enzyme, mutations Q148H/K/R reduced integration activity of IN ~5- to 10-fold and mutations at G140A/S reduced integration activity ~3- to 5-fold. When G140A/S mutations were paired with Q148H/K/R mutations, the reduction in integration typically matched the lowest integration activity for the single mutants, with the sole exception being the double mutant pair G140S/Q148H; when paired with Q148H, but not with Q148K/R, the G140S mutation restored integration by ~3- to 5-fold. We also noted the compensatory behavior of E138K. By itself, this mutation has a minimal effect on integration, but when other changes are present, E138K consistently restores integration activity (e.g., compare Q148K with E138K/Q148K or G140A/Q148K with E138K/G140A/Q148K). The compensatory behavior of E138K is observed across experiments, leading to an increase in the integration activity of all of the triple mutant INs in comparison to their double or single mutant counterparts.

To determine the relative fitness of WT HIV-1 or the IN single, double, and triple mutant viruses in the absence of drugs, we used a single round infection assay (Fig. 2C). Among the IN single mutants, the relative infectivities of E138K, G140A, and G140S were the highest, whereas Q148H/K/R mutants reduced the replicative capacities to greater extents. Our data reproduce prior reports indicating that G140S acts as a compensatory mutation in the context of Q148H (28, 34), and we additionally found a modest (~2-fold) compensation for loss of replicative capacity when G140S was added to Q148K and when G140A was added to Q148R. The addition of E138K as a third mutation to the IN double mutants G140A/S + Q148H/K/R had varying effects in single round replication assays. Whereas the addition of E138K played a compensatory role for the IN triple mutants E138K/G140S/Q148K and E138K/G140A/Q148K, its effect in the context of other mutants was variable. These data suggest that the G140S mutation can have, in some cases, a compensatory effect when combined with a Q148H/K mutation, and the E138K mutation can also have, in some cases, a compensatory effect when combined with the G140A/S + Q148H/K/R mutations.

In general, we observed a similar decrease in integration activity in mutant INs when the values are compared with replicative capacities of mutant viruses, although these different measures of the effects on IN mutations did not exactly align for all of the DRMs. When the values do not align, we typically observed a decrease in integration but not replicative capacity. It is possible that there is a modest excess of IN enzymatic activity in the virion, so that a small loss of enzymatic activity would not have a significant effect in an infectivity assay. In addition, mutations in IN can quantitatively affect the efficiency of in vitro reactions by mechanisms that might not be relevant to integration in cells. For example, IN tends to aggregate, and the intasome forms nonphysiologically relevant stacks under in vitro reaction conditions (14, 35). Both the propensity of IN to aggregate and form stacks is exquisitely sensitive to reaction conditions and mutations in the IN protein. Thus, the readout from in vitro integration assays does not necessarily quantitatively mirror the intrinsic enzyme activity of IN, which would, in turn, explain the unusually low integration activity in some cases.

Collectively, these data provide insights into the fitness costs associated with single, double, and triple IN mutants and show which mutations compensate for a loss of fitness caused by primary resistance mutations and which potentiate resistance.

**Pairwise residue couplings derived from Potts model analyses**

We next extended the in vitro measurements, conducted with either purified proteins or in cell culture, to patient sequence data. To this end, we took advantage of the vast amount of IN sequences derived from drug-experienced patients available in the Stanford HIV Drug Resistance Database (36, 37). We use a co-evolutionary (Potts) Hamiltonian model to define the underlying relationships between protein structure, function, and fitness. The Potts Hamiltonian provides a mapping of sequences to statistical scores in which lower Potts statistical energies are more probable, generating a “prevalence landscape” (38, 39). Recent studies have demonstrated that experimental measurements of fitness differences are well correlated with the change in Potts statistical energy for sequences from large Eukaryotic protein families (40, 41). Potts models have also been used to interrogate the fitness landscape of viral systems, most notably HIV-1 proteins escaping immune pressure (38, 42) and HIV-1 enzymes evolving under drug selection pressure (43, 44).

Here, we used the Potts models to provide insights into coupled (paired) mutations, which may arise due to the proximity of the mutations within the three-dimensional (3D) protein structure or their participation in a functional role mediated by IN. The output of the data is a plot of double mutant cycles, which provide a biophysical means to interrogate epistasis (45) (see note S1). We find that the vast majority of mutation pairs (>10^5) appear close to the center of the distribution (ΔΔE = 0), i.e., these pairs are not epistatically interacting. In contrast, most of the pairs of mutations associated with pairwise combinations of E138K + G140A/S + Q148H/K/R are indicated by the Potts model to be among the most strongly coupled mutation pairs observed for IN (Fig. 2D). The most strongly coupled pair of IN mutations is G140S/Q148H, followed by G140A/Q148K which is also among the very top pairs. In general, the mutations (S and A) at position 140 interact very strongly with the primary drug resistance mutations (H, K, and R) at position 148.
Furthermore, the 138K mutation interacts more strongly with the Q148K variant than the Q148H or Q148R variants at position 148, suggesting that E138K plays a stronger role in the E138K/G140A/Q148K pathway than in the E138K/G140S/Q148H pathway. In contrast, the mutation pairs at 138 and 140 are not strongly coupled in any of the pathways. Coupled mutations can arise for different reasons, which may include compensatory effects or cooperative effects of mutations on protein stability, catalytic activity, or response to drug. The double mutant cycle analysis only identifies the strongest epistatic coupling. Such sets of sites are generally more likely to be associated with resistance to the drugs with which the patients were treated, and coupled mutations will frequently lead to mutational pathways selected for pathogen escape (43).

**Structural insights into mechanisms of resistance to DTG for the E138K/G140A/Q148K pathway mutants**

Measurements done in cells infected with HIV-1 vectors showed that there is a difference in the potency of DTG against the IN variants G140A/Q148K and E138K/G140A/Q148K in comparison to the rest. The relevance of these mutations is underscored by their appearance in cell culture (27, 46) and in clinical studies (23, 47, 48). We sought to understand the mechanisms underlying these DRMs and the difference in the loss of DTG potency using structural biology. We determined high-resolution structures of the
HIV-1 intasome constructed from all the possible combinations of single and double mutants that underlie E138K/G140A/Q148K, and the triple mutant, with DTG bound. These structures were compared to the structure of the WT HIV-1 intasome with DTG bound. We cloned, expressed, and purified all seven mutant 1Ns (E138K, G140A, Q148K, E138K/G140A, E138K/Q148K, G140A/Q148K, and E138K/G140A/Q148K) and assembled intasomes with DTG bound. Pooled fractions containing intasomes with DTG bound (fig. S2) were vitrified on UltraAuFoil gold grids. We collected cryo–electron microscopy (cryo-EM) datasets for all seven mutant assemblies (table S1). Each cryo-EM dataset was subjected to iterative 2D and 3D classification and refinement, yielding structures resolved to ~2- to 3-Å global resolution, with the highest resolution around the active site, where DTG is bound (fig. S3). The cryo-EM maps demonstrated clear density for all side chains within the intasome core, the ordered water molecules in and around the active site, and, in important cases, the rotameric configurations of the amino acid side chains. The corresponding atomic models for the complete set of mutants with DTG bound was used to develop a detailed understanding of the mechanisms of resistance and the contributions of the individual mutations.

The active sites of all experimentally derived mutant structures with DTG bound show the substitutions at positions 138, 140, 148, and the drug DTG (Fig. 3, A to H). The structures also show the position of the nearby residue H114, which is not mutated in these structures but participates in the resistance mechanism (Fig. 3A). For all structures, pink arrows point to the mutated residues, and asterisks highlight the induced structural changes, including new interactions (red asterisks) or alterations to the structure (yellow asterisks).

We began by analyzing the structures of the intasomes with single-residue substitutions, E138K, G140A, and Q148K (Fig. 3, B to D). In the E138K_DTG structure, the ζ-nitrogen of K138 side chain approaches within ~3 Å of the backbone phosphate of the 5’-end of the vDNA, participating in a salt bridge with the phosphate (Fig. 3B). There are no other additional significant changes in the structure. In the G140A_DTG structure, the introduction of a methyl group affects the side-chain orientation of the nearby residue Q148, inducing a metastable preference for an altered rotameric configuration in which there is a change in the rotation of +120° about the γ-carbon (Fig. 3C). The presence of density for the alternative side-chain configuration of Q148 can be clearly seen in the cryo-EM map, which is resolved to ~2 Å in this region (fig. S4). If the position of the side chain of Q148 was not altered, the methyl group of A140 would approach the amide moiety of Q148 to within ~2.5 Å, introducing a weak clash that would destabilize the rotamer that is preferred in the WT intasome bound to DTG. The most marked changes are observed in the structure of Q148K_DTG, in which the side chain of K148 affects multiple nearby residues, leading to: (i) an outward shift of the backbone spanning residues 139 to 141 by up to 1.5 Å, with a root mean square deviation (RMSD) of 1.3 Å between residues 139 and 141 compared to WT; (ii) an induced change in the rotameric configuration of the side chain of the neighboring residue H114 (fig. S5 and Fig. 3D). Collectively, in the presence of bound drug, the most significant changes in the structure are mediated by Q148K. In contrast, G140A and E138K cause less marked changes.

We next analyzed the structures of the double mutants E138K/ G140A, E138K/Q148K, and G140A/Q148K (Fig. 3, E to G). In the structure of E138K/G140A_DTG, the changes are largely additive to those found in the corresponding single mutants. The E138K mutation induced salt bridge with the vDNA 5’-phosphate, and G140A induced a rotameric reconfiguration of the side chain of Q148; there was density showing an alternative configuration of the side chain of Q148 (fig. S4). In the E138K/Q148K_DTG structure, the E138K mutation again leads to the salt bridge with vDNA, but the other changes induced by Q148K were less prominent, specifically: (i) the backbone spanning residues 139 to 141 largely reverts to the position seen in the WT intasome, with only minor differences in orientation with respect to WT (RMSD 0.3 Å between residues 139 and 141); (ii) the rotameric configuration of H114 is similar to what was seen in the WT, albeit with a minor rotation of the imidazole ring evident in the double mutant. In turn, the side chain of K148 is oriented slightly toward H114 to avoid clashes (fig. S5 and Fig. 3F).

Last, in the G140A/Q148K_DTG structure, there are changes that would directly affect the binding of DTG. The G140A substitution, as has already been discussed, influences the configuration of the residue at position 148. However, because the residue at position 148 is now Lys, steric effects cause the long side chain to reorient +240° about the γ-carbon, positioning the positively charged head group within 2.7 Å of catalytic Glu152, sufficiently close to form a strong salt bridge interaction, and within 3.6 Å from Mg2+ at position A and 3.8 Å from Mg2+ at position B (Fig. 3G and fig. S6). This reorientation, in turn, redistributes the charge around the catalytic metal ions and would, collectively, weaken the chelation by the bound DTG (28).

Last, we analyzed the structure E138K/G140A/Q148K_DTG containing all three substitutions (Fig. 3H). As with both the single and double mutants, E138K makes a salt bridge with vDNA. The remaining substitutions, G140A and Q148K, led to changes in the structure that were similar to what was seen for the G140A/Q148K double mutant but with a small change in the orientation of the K148 side chain (fig. S6) and an increase in the distance of the Lys to the two Mg2+ ions. In the E138K/G140A/ Q148K_DTG structure, the positively charged head group is 4.1 Å from Mg2+ at position A and 4.4 Å from Mg2+ at position B.

The structures suggest that the G140A mutation potentiates resistance through its effect on Q148K. To gain further insight into this interaction and probe the role of G140A in the mechanism of drug resistance, we performed free energy perturbation (FEP) simulations focusing on the effect of the G140A mutation (E138K/ Q148K → E138K/G140A/Q148K) on the potency of the INSTI DTG using an all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) free energy model. In the simulations, we observe that, when the residue at 140 is Gly (i.e., E138K/Q148K), the positively charged amino head group of Lys148 fluctuates between ~7.6 and ~8.5 Å from the two Mg2+ ions. In contrast, when the residue at 140 is Ala (i.e., E138K/G140A/Q148K), there is a corresponding change in the rotamer state of the K148 side chain, and the head group approaches the two Mg2+ ions, where its position is stable for the duration of the simulation (Fig. 3I). This approach, which is predicted from simulation and without underlying knowledge of the experimental conformation of Q148K in the structure of E138K/G140A/Q148K (see note S2 and Materials and Methods), supports our structural biology findings and would, in turn, affect the chelation of the Mg2+ ions by DTG. Furthermore, on the basis of the FEP
calculations, the introduction of the mutation G140A in the background of E138K/Q148K is predicted to reduce the binding affinity of DTG by ~1.0 kcal/mol (fig. S7 and table S2), which would translate to a ~10-fold reduction in the EC$_{50}$ of DTG when comparing E138K/Q148K with E138K/G140A/Q148K (49); this is exactly the reduction in EC$_{50}$ that was observed experimentally in virology assays in Fig. 1B. In contrast, if the ligand is replaced with 4d, then the change in free energy is within the noise limit (fig. S7 and table S2), which is again consistent with experimentally measured EC$_{50}$ values in Fig. 1B. Collectively, the all-atom free energy model simulations successfully account for the effect of the G140A mutation on the change in the binding of DTG to intasomes and highlight how G140A mediates the conformation of Q148K, leading to polarization of the Mg$^{2+}$ ions and weakening chelation by the bound ligand.

Together, the structures and the simulations provide a framework for understanding, at an atomic level, the changes that are observed in the mutations within the E138K/G140A/Q148K pathway when DTG is bound. The E138K mutation induces a salt bridge with the 5'-end of the vDNA, an interaction that is observed in all
structures. This interaction stabilizes the position of the 5' end of the vDNA and presumably the conformation of the active site, which explains its mild compensatory behavior observed in enzymology and virology assays (Figs. 1 and 2). The Q148K mutation can adapt distinct configurations in the active site because the Ly s side chain is flexible and dynamic, and the exact configuration of the Lys side chain is strongly affected by the neighboring residues. By itself, Q148K points toward the backbone residues 139 to 141 and induces multiple, presumably deleterious, changes to the local structure. The accessory mutations E138K or G140A largely (but not completely) restore the WT configuration of the protein backbone at residues 139 to 141 and the rotameric configuration of the side chain of H114. However, they do so in distinct ways: The mutation E138K, through its interaction with vDNA, pulls the peptide "back into position," leading to the reconfiguration of both the backbone and the H114 side chain. In contrast, A140 relieves steric stress by pushing K148 toward the two Mg\(^{2+}\) ions. Notably, it is the G140A mutation that most affects the orientation of the side chain at position 148 and thus the mechanism of drug resistance. If residue 148 is Lys, the mutation G140A leads to a repositioning of the side chain by ±240° about the γ-carbon, bringing the ζ-nitrogen to ~3.6 to 4.4 Å of the two Mg\(^{2+}\) ions. This reconfiguration, in turn, polarizes the charge distribution around the metal ions and weakens the chelation with the bound DTG, reduces its binding, and, consequently, leads to drug resistance.

**Mechanism of resistance of the Q148H/K/R mutants**

We next asked how each of the three different amino acid mutations Q148H/K/R affect the binding of INSTIs. In prior work, the SIV\(_{rcm}\) IN was used as a model for HIV-1 IN, and the analysis was limited to the double mutant G140S/Q148H with BIC bound (28). Here, we determined structures of the HIV-1 intasomes E138K/G140A/Q148R and E138K/G140S/Q148H, with DTG bound, resolved to 2.5 and 2.2 Å, respectively (table S1). These structures were compared to the structure of E138K/G140A/Q148K intasome with DTG bound and to the structure of the G140S/Q148H SIV\(_{rcm}\) intasome with BIC bound.

The most notable observation in these structures is the relative position of the side chain at position 148 and its relationship to the two Mg\(^{2+}\) ions. In the structure of the E138K/G140A/Q148K intasome with DTG bound, K148 approaches the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions to within ~4.1 to 4.4 Å, as discussed above (Fig. 4A). In the structure of E138K/G140A/Q148R intasome with DTG bound, the guanidinium group resides in a similar overall configuration relative to the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions, but the side chain is approximately ~2.5 Å longer, which positions the head group underneath the bound INSTI and further from the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions (5.2 Å), as measured from the ζ-carbon where the positive charge is localized (Fig. 4B). The longer side chain affects the position of residues 144 to 147, leading to a small local displacement of this segment (the RMSD is 0.3 Å relative to WT; fig. S8). The displacement of residues 144 to 147 is similar when the E138K/G140A/Q148R intasome is compared to both E138K/G140A/Q148K (RMSD 0.3 Å) and E138K/G140S/Q148H (RMSD 0.4 Å). The Q148R mutation causes a weakening of the chelation by DTG, which, when combined with other mutations, also weakens the binding of the drug. In contrast to the two structures described above, the side chain of His is shorter in the E138K/G140S/Q148H intasome, and accordingly, the His side chain is also furthest from the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions (Fig. 4C).

To compare the distinct systems used to examine how INSTIs bind to intasomes, we next compared the structure of the E138K/G140S/Q148H HIV-1 intasome with DTG bound to the structure of G140S/Q148H SIV\(_{rcm}\) intasome with BIC bound, which was solved previously (28). When the inner catalytic core domains are aligned to one another, there are small differences in the two structures (fig. S9, A to C), and nine residues within 10 Å of the bound drugs differ between HIV-1 IN (NL4-3) and SIV\(_{rcm}\) IN (fig. S9D). Because certain DRMs may be better represented by either SIV\(_{rcm}\) or by the NL4-3 laboratory isolate of HIV-1, these distinct structures thus provide complementary model systems to study drug resistance. If the E138K mutation is present in the HIV-1 intasome, the side chain of H114 rotates toward the S140/H148 pair, inducing an alternate rotamer in S140 compared the SIV\(_{rcm}\) intasome. This causes the Nε2 atom of H114 to approach closer to the Nδ1 atom of H148 by 1.0 Å in the HIV-1 intasome. The repositioning of H114 strongly implicates this residue in the resistance mechanism through its interaction with H148, which would facilitate proton transfer to stabilize the buildup of positive charge around the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions. The relative positions of the side chains of the mutant residues and their proximity to the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions can be seen in an overlay of the three structures (Fig. 4D).

Collectively, these data provide mechanistic insights into how the distinct residue changes Q148H/K/R affect DTG binding. The proton-donating capabilities of the three side chains are Arg ➔ Lys ➔ His. Whereas Arg is the most potent proton donor, it is also more distant from the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions in comparison to Lys, which explains why its effect on resistance, at least in the context of accessory mutations E138K/G140A, is less than that of Lys at the same position. The His-mediated polarization of Mg\(^{2+}\) ions is expected to be weakest, and its effect on the binding of INSTIs is also expected to be less. Thus, it is both the position and the charge of the side chains at residue 148 relative to the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions that determines the effects of the mutation on drug binding. Given that the chemical scaffolds of DTG and BIC are similar, as are the inhibitory potencies, our findings can reasonably be extended to BIC. We also expect similar rules to apply to CAB, although the effects will be more pronounced, because this drug is less potent against many DRMs (22). Furthermore, as changes to residues G140A/S + Q148H/K/R are some of the most prevalent in INSTI-resistant HIV-1 IN (23), the current structures should also provide a valuable foundation for future drug design efforts aimed at combatting resistance.

**Stacking of the terminal adenine base of vDNA on the INSTI contributes to the potency of compound 4d against the E138K/G140A/Q148K family of DRMs**

We next wished to determine why the naphthyridine-containing compound 4d maintains potency against most of the DRMs we tested, particularly the triple mutant E138K/G140A/Q148K, when DTG does not (Fig. 1). We determined the structure of the E138K/G140A/Q148K mutant intasome from HIV-1 with bound 4d at 2.75 Å resolution and compared it with the structure of the same mutant with DTG bound (table S1).

We first compared the configuration of the ligand when either DTG or 4d is bound to E138K/G140A/Q148K HIV-1 intasomes. Both compounds contain a di-fluorinated benzene that makes a π-π stacking interface with the base of the penultimate cytosine of the vDNA. The fluorinated benzene is connected to the INSTI core through an amide-containing linker that is identical in both DTG
and 4d, and contacts between the first ring of both ligands to the intasome are similar. The major differences between the compounds are in the way they chelate Mg$^{2+}$ ions and the nature of the extension at the solvent-end of the active site (Fig. 5, A to C). Whereas DTG uses three oxygen atoms—all external to the ligand core—to coordinate the two Mg$^{2+}$ ions (Fig. 5A), 4d has a nitrogen embedded into its naphthyridine core (Fig. 5B). This leads to an overall ~10° rotation of 4d toward the Mg$^{2+}$ ions (Fig. 5C). 4d has a hexanol moiety appended to the 6-position of the naphthyridine scaffold instead of the 4-methyl-1,3-oxazinane ring of DTG. This hexanol displaces weakly bound waters in the apo structure and extends outward toward the solvent-exposed cleft, sandwiched between N117-G118 and P142-Y143, a configuration that is expected to stabilize the binding of the ligand to HIV-1 intasomes containing DRMs. Furthermore, when 4d is bound to E138K/G140A/Q148K intasomes, relative to the structure with DTG bound, Tyr$^{143}$ extends outward by 1.5 Å, a result of the hexanol extension making van der Waals contacts in this region (Fig. 5C).

We next examined the structural configurations within the intasome with either DTG or 4d bound. There are no significant differences in the position of the mutated amino acids E138K, G140A, or Q148K, and the free amine on the side chain of K148 occupies a similar position (<0.2-Å difference) relative to the Mg$^{2+}$ ions (fig. S10A). There are minor variations in the two models in the positions of S119, R228, R231, and other small amino acids, but the significance of these ancillary changes is unclear (Fig. 5C). There is some rearrangement of the hydration shell around the ligands, while the three core bound waters underneath the ligand and the fourth water, which is displaced if the mutation Q148K is present, are entirely conserved (fig. S10B). The major difference, at the level of the intasome, is in the configuration of the terminal adenosine of the vDNA. This adenosine, which is universally conserved in the genome of retroviruses, can adopt two distinct conformations in the active site: (i) one that stacks the adenine base on the bound INSTI, and (ii) one in which the base extends freely into the space between the IN subunits. Quantification of the relative occupancies of each conformation revealed a strong preference for the stacked conformation when 4d is bound (Fig. 5D). A similar stacked conformation is a minority population in all mutant structures with DTG bound (Fig. 5E), suggesting that the high fractional occupancy of the stacked conformation when 4d is bound is specific to this INSTI and helps maintain the drug bound in its preferred position in the presence of the DRMs.

Stacking of the terminal adenine establishes a π-π bond reminiscent of the one between the halogenated benzene and the base of the penultimate cytosine (Fig. 5F). The stronger stacking of 4d with the terminal adenosine is expected to stabilize the binding of 4d relative to DTG (fig. S11). We thus wished to estimate how stacking affects the potency of 4d. To this end, we can use a simple thermodynamic cycle as shown in Fig. 5G. In this schematic, the ligand is either DTG or 4d, and the target is the adenine base; the ligand binding free energies for the stacked configuration $\Delta G^S$, the nonstacked configuration $\Delta G^{NS}$, and the transition $\Delta G^{S\leftrightarrow NS}$ complete a thermodynamic cycle that describes the relationships between the distinct...
conformational states. In the context of this thermodynamic cycle, the stacking probabilities of 4d and DTG, determined from the cryo-EM maps, and the EC\textsubscript{50} values, determined using virology assays, provide experimental constraints that can be used to solve a system of equations to yield binding affinities in the stacked and in the nonstacked conformations for 4d and DTG to the E138K/G140A/Q148K triple mutant (see note S3). The inputs and the resulting binding affinities of 4d and DTG to the stacked and nonstacked forms of the E138K/G140A/Q148K intasome complex are listed in table S3. We find that, while the binding free energies of the adenine-4d conformers to the E138K/G140A/Q148K intasome are similar (both stacked and nonstacked are \(-9\) kcal/mol), the stacked adenine-4d conformer shows a more favorable binding free energy of \(-11\) kcal/mol, and this conformer makes the dominant contribution to the binding strength (Fig. 5H). Furthermore, the difference in binding free energy of ligand between 4d and DTG for the E138K/G140A/Q148K intasome complex is higher in the stacked conformation (\(-2.1\) kcal/mol) versus the nonstacked conformation (\(-0.9\) kcal/mol), indicating that stacking is especially relevant in the context of the E138K/G140A/Q148K DRM (table S3). This observation is consistent with structural biology, wherein the conformation of 4d, in the context of the E138K/G140A/Q148K intasome, is displaced toward the adenine base, which is caused by the Q148K mutation “underneath” the ligand;

Fig. 5. Structure-based explanation for 4d potency. (A and B) Atomic models of (A) DTG or (B) 4d from high-resolution structures of the E138K/G140A/Q148K intasome bound to either of the two drugs, respectively. The intasome is displayed as a surface view, while the drugs are displayed in ball-and-stick. The terminal adenine base is removed, for clarity. (C) Overlay of the two structures in (A) and (B), with all atoms displayed as ball-and-stick. Residues whose positions vary between the two structures are highlighted with a red asterisk. (D) Close-up of the cryo-EM density of the terminal adenosine and its interaction with the bound drug. When the intasome contains the E138K/G140A/Q148K mutation, experimental density is weak for conformer A, which stacks on top of the bound INSTI, when the ligand is DTG, but is pronounced when the ligand is 4d. (E) Quantitative comparison of the rotameric occupancies of the two conformers, A and B, in all structures derived in the current work. Only the structures in which 4d is bound clearly show pronounced conformer A occupancy. (F) Chemical schematic of the π-π stacking between the terminal adenine base and 4d, which helps to maintain the bound drug in the active site of the intasome. A top-down view of the π-π stacking within the structure is shown below. (G) Thermodynamic cycle used for estimating the ligand binding free energies to the target in the two conformers. (H) Estimates of the free energies for the stacked (brown) and the nonstacked (tan) configurations of the terminal adenine base, for WT (left) and E138K/G140A/Q148K (right) DRM intasomes.
this same displacement is not observed when DTG is bound (fig. S11). Thus, adenine stacking onto 4d is a contributing factor to the increased potency of 4d as compared with DTG and should be considered in future design strategies to optimize INSTI binding to DRM intasomes.

**DISCUSSION**

**Mechanistic insights into loss of DTG potency revealed through mutations containing G140A/Q148K**

Our efforts to understand the effects of the mutations E138K + G140A/S + Q148H/K/R revealed specific weaknesses in the ability of DTG to inhibit certain complex DRMs. Specifically, if the G140A mutation is present in combination with Q148K, as in the double mutant G140A/Q148K or the triple mutant E138K/G140A/Q148K, then the inhibitory potency of DTG drops by \( \geq 1 \) order of magnitude (Fig. 1). Thus, we wished to define the mechanism by which viruses containing DRMs G140A + Q148K become resistant to DTG. Our structures explain why high-level resistance to DTG requires the G140A mutation, and its specific pairing with Q148K. Loss of DTG potency can be primarily attributed to the introduction of positive charge around the Mg\(^{2+}\) ligands by K148. Although E138K can potentiate resistance, its effects are modest. In contrast, G140A strongly potentiates resistance. This reduction in potency stems from the effect that G140A has on inducing a reorientation of K148 toward the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions and charge redistribution in the surrounding region (Fig. 3). Thus, the proximity of the charged \( \zeta \)-amine on K148 to Mg\(^{2+}\) is directly related to the effect of A140. On the basis of inhibitory potencies, the same logic can be extended to the mutation G140S.

The structural changes induced by K148 potentiate resistance, but they also incur a fitness cost. For a resistant virus to be selected by a drug, the gain from the development of resistance must be greater than the loss incurred by the reduction in replicative capacity. Both the infectivity of the virus and enzymatic activity of IN are substantially reduced in viruses containing the Q148K mutation. This is readily explained; the bulky charged Lys at position 148 intrudes into the active site of IN, impairing its activity (Fig. 2, A to C). Despite their detrimental effect on fitness, DRMs containing G140A/Q148K combinations appear in patients (23, 47, 48) demonstrating their clinical relevance. Together, the changes induced in the structure of the intasome make viruses containing G140A/Q148K or E138K/G140A/Q148K mutations less susceptible to inhibition by DTG, but the mutant INs are still able to mediate integration of vDNA into host DNA, explaining why they are found in both cell culture and PLWH.

The proximity of the amino acid side chain to the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions and the strength of the proton-donating capabilities of the head group defines the potency of resistance for Q148H/K/R variants

There are three DRMs frequently encountered at position 148: His, Lys, or Arg. Variants containing Lys, including the double mutant G140A/Q148K and the complex mutant E138K/G140A/Q148K, are the least susceptible to inhibition by DTG (Fig. 1). Structural biology shows that the drop in susceptibility to DTG can be primarily explained by the proximity of the NH\(_2\) moiety of the flexible Lys side chain to the two Mg\(^{2+}\) ions. In the presence of bound DTG, Lys is positioned closer than both the Arg and the His variants by ~1.0 Å (Fig. 4), which explains the ~10-fold loss of DTG potency in the presence of G140A/Q148K mutations. Although Arg is further from the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions, it is a stronger proton donor, and thus, the Arg would also be expected to have a significant effect on the polarization around the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions, weakening the chelation by the bound drug. We observe loss of potency of DTG against the complex mutation E138K/G140A/Q148R (Fig. 1). We do not observe loss of potency of DTG against G140A/Q148R intasomes, which implies that the Arg is slightly reoriented in the double mutant in comparison to the triple mutant. If the INSTIs under consideration are DTG and 4d, then the least effective substitution at position 148 is His. Both compounds potently inhibit all combinations of DRMs (up to three changes) containing the Q148H mutation (Fig. 1). This is consistent with the larger distance from the side chain of His to the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions. In sum, it is the specific configuration of the side chain of the residues relative at position 148 to the two Mg\(^{2+}\) ions that determines the effects of the mutation on ligand binding.

Despite their relatively mild effect on ligand binding, variants containing Q148H arise and are prevalent in patients being administered either first or second-generation INSTIs (23, 47, 48). The broad persistence of Q148H variants may be due, at least in part, to the fact that they are readily selected by the first-generation INSTIs, which have been used clinically since 2007. The propensity to select mutants that carry the G140S/Q148H mutations may be due to the relatively high replicative capacity and enzymatic activity of the G140S/Q148H variants in the absence of any drugs, supported here by in vitro enzymatic and single cycle replication assays (Fig. 2, A to C). Thus, while the strength of the positive charge and the proximity to the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions can explain the potency of resistance for the Q148H/K/R group variants, their appearance in the clinical setting and persistence in patient populations depend on which INSTIs are used to select the mutants, on the accompanying mutations at positions 138 and 140 (among other positions), and on how the different mutants affect the complex interplay of these two factors with the collection of viruses present in the infected individual. Given that Q148K/R mutants are less susceptible to inhibition by DTG, we would expect mutants containing Q148K/R to begin appearing more frequently in patients being administered DTG and, by extension, other second-generation INSTIs.

**Preferences for G140A/S are influenced by the mutational context of Q148H/K/R**

The residue variant at position 140, either Ser or Ala, plays an important role in modulating resistance. On the basis of “intrinsic” fitness constraints identified using Potts double mutant cycle values, which reflect internal constraints in the enzyme that apply in any environment in the Potts framework, the most strongly interacting pair of IN mutations is G140S/Q148H, which is followed by G140A/Q148K, and then the cluster of residue pairs that include G140S/Q148R, G140S/Q148K, G140A/Q148R, and G140A/Q148H (Fig. 2D). Our data, generated using multiple experimental systems to measure inhibitory potencies, fitness, enzyme activity, and atomic structure, help to explain why S140 appears to arise in conjunction with Q148H, whereas both A140 and S140 can arise in conjunction with Q148K/R. In the case of the double mutant G140S/Q148H, based on structure, S140 directly interacts with H148 via the polar hydroxyl group of Ser and the Nδ1 atom of His. As previously suggested (28), this interaction may potentiate...
resistance by contributing to the proton-donating capability of this pair of histidines, although our data suggest that this effect is weak (Fig. 1). The presence of G140S restores enzymatic activity and viral fitness (Fig. 2, A to C), supporting its previously described role as a compensatory mutation (34). The compensatory effect appears to be caused by SI40 forming hydrogen bonds with both H148 and T115, which creates a favorable energetic environment around the active site when the mutation Q148H is present in conjunction with G140S. In contrast to G140S, the mutation G140A does not have free protons to donate, and it should not contribute favorably to the energetic environment. Consistently, G140A, by itself or in combination with other DRMs, generally does not restore enzymatic activity or viral infectivity (Fig. 2, A to C). Instead, it modulates the conformation of residue 148 when a drug is bound, positioning the residue closer to the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions. This is seen in the structures of Q148K-containing intasomes (Fig. 3) and, based on comparisons of inhibitory potencies, is implied for Q148R-containing intasomes. Because the mutation pairs G140S/Q148K, G140A/Q148R, and G140S/Q148R arise nearly as frequently as the mutation pair G148A/Q148K (Fig. 2D), and there are no distinct groupings that can be discerned based on measurements of inhibitory potencies, enzyme activity, or viral replicative capacities, we conclude that, in the presence mutations Q148K/R, the variant G140S should function analogously to the variant G140A. Collectively, these data indicate that the selection of G140A/S depends on the substitute at position 148 and that preferences for certain combinations of mutations can, to some extent, be explained by the structures. However, a complete understanding of exactly how the various combinations of mutations interact and how such interactions will affect the structure and function of IN would require considering the complex interplay between the virus, the specific INSTIs used to treat PLWH, including the background mutational landscape of the virus and the relative fitness of the viruses in the presence of the different drugs.

**Mechanism of action of E138K in drug resistance and functional compensation**

Both the E138K and E138T mutations occur in INSTI-resistant HIV-1 strains. The E138K mutation can reduce the potency of DTG and, in at least some mutant backgrounds, plays a compensatory role, restoring enzyme activity and viral fitness. The E138T mutation is known to reduce INSTI potency when present in conjunction with G140S/Q148H (28). Prior work suggested that the mutation E138T in SIVcm, which resides in the same general region as E138K/T in the NL4-3 isolate of HIV-1 (fig. S9), potentiates resistance by serving as an H-bond donor to His114 within an extended network that reinforces the positive charge around DTG, weakening its chelation of Mg\(^{2+}\) (28). The residues Thr and Lys have different chemical properties, and the role of the E138K mutation in potentiating resistance appears to be different from E138T, based on multiple observations. First, the distance between Lys\(^{138}\) and His\(^{114}\) always ranges from ~6 to 8 Å, which is too large to form an H-bond network. Second, the mutation G140A, which can arise in conjunction with E138K, lacks an H-bond acceptor, but the aliphatic side chain of Ala, like Ser, strongly reduces the potency of DTG (Fig. 1). Both observations would preclude the establishment of an H-bond network. Instead, we suggest that the mutation E138K, which invariably establishes a salt bridge with the vDNA, induces micro-rearrangements of the protein and solvent which, collectively, lead to small but significant changes around the active site that can reposition the DRM at position 148, thereby leading to drug displacement. The compensatory behavior of E138K may stem from stabilizing the binding and/or proper positioning of the vDNA. The strand transfer step of integration is a dynamic process that requires careful coordination of multiple substrates and the sequesterion of the 3′-OH moiety on the vDNA for S\(_2\)-mediated nucleophilic attack (5, 50).

**Potency of 4d and the naphthyridine compounds**

Loss of potency of INSTIs that is caused by mutations at positions E138K + G140A/S + Q148H/K/R can be addressed through the development of better compounds. Select chemical modifications on the ligand, such as the primary amine at the 4-position of the naphthyridine scaffold (51), allow 4d to retain better binding and potency than DTG (21). Such prior observations suggested that introducing specific chemical groups could enhance interactions with the intasome to minimize resistance mediated by the Lys or Arg variants at position 148. In this regard, the consistent observation of stacking was mediated by the terminal adenine base of the vDNA, and its predominance when the INSTI 4d is bound was encouraging. The fact that the stacking is more pronounced when 4d is bound than when DTG is bound (and, by extension, when BIC and CAB are bound) is chemically consistent with the fact that the π-π interactions are expected to be stronger against the naphthyridine moiety of 4d than against the tricyclic moiety of DTG. Although stacking is not the only contributor to potency, it appears to be an important one. Likely, there are additional means by which to exploit, and perhaps enhance, the stabilization of the terminal adenine base, to generate even tighter binders. It is also relevant to identify novel means to counteract loss of INSTI potency against the prevalent group of Q148H/K/R mutations that affect Mg\(^{2+}\) chelation. Future efforts should explore these ideas and aim to design novel compounds that are broadly effective against drug-resistant HIV.

**Targeting DRMs for anti-HIV therapy**

INSTIs constitute an important arsenal of clinically used drugs to treat HIV. All INSTIs potently inhibit the WT virus. However, because the virus can rapidly evolve resistance to therapy, INSTIs frequently fail to inhibit DRMs. More generally, drug resistance is one of the major issues affecting HIV treatment, and the challenges extend beyond INSTIs. Although resistance to second-generation INSTIs is less problematic compared to other antiretroviral drug classes, DRMs still develop and can lead to substantial loss of susceptibility to therapy. One of our objectives is to understand why certain compounds, such as 4d, perform better than the clinically approved drugs against key DRMs. Multidisciplinary analyses, which include structure, biochemistry, virology, and computation, should help dissect the principles that lead to efficacy of some compounds but not others. Having such an understanding would be an important step in the design of novel broadly potent INSTIs, while...
the principles could be extended to other drug targets. The need to address drug resistance necessitates explaining the mechanisms through which resistance emerges. These insights could then be harnessed to develop next-generation therapeutics to specifically target DRMs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Vector constructs

To make the IN mutants, the vector pNLNgoMIVR-ΔENV.LUC, which has been described previously (22), was used to produce the new IN mutants analyzed in this study. The IN open reading frame was removed from pNLNgoMIVR-ΔENV.LUC by digestion with Kpn I and Sal I, and the resulting fragment was inserted between the Kpn I and Sal I sites of pBlueScript KS+.


The following sense oligonucleotides were used with matching cognate antisense oligonucleotides (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) in the mutagenesis:

- E138K, 5′-TGGGCCGGGATCCAAGCAGAATTGGCATTC CCTACAATCCCAA-3′;
- G140A, 5′-GGGATCAAGGAGAATTTGCTAT CCTCTAATCCCAA-3′;
- G140S, 5′-GGGATCAAGGCAAATTTTCCCTTCTCCCAATCCCAA-3′;
- Q148H, 5′-CCCTCAATCCCACAGTGTGGATATAGGTAATCCATTAG -3′;
- Q148K, 5′-CCCTCAATCCCACAGTGTGGATATAGGTAATCCATTAG
- Q148R, 5′-CCCTCAATCCCACAGTGTGGATATAGGTAATCCATTAG

A modified version of the single-round infectivity assay was used to determine the replication of the INSTI-resistant mutant vectors. Briefly, 200 ng of a WT or INSTI-resistant mutant HIV-1 based

Cell-based replication assays

**Cell-based assays**

HIV-based viral vectors with either WT or mutant IN were used in single-round infectivity assays to determine the antiviral activity (EC50 values) of the compounds as previously described (52). Briefly, VSV-G-pseudotyped HIV-1 was produced by transfections of 293 cells with pNLNgoMIVR’ΔLUC and pHCMV-g (obtained from Dr. Jane Burns, University of California, San Diego) using the calcium phosphate method. At approximately 6 hours after the calcium phosphate precipitate was added, 293 cells were washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline and incubated with fresh media for 48 hours. The virus-containing supernatants were then harvested, clarified by low-speed centrifugation, filtered, and diluted for preparation in antiviral infection assays. On the day before the screen, HOS cells were seeded in a 96-well luminescence cell culture plate at a density of 4000 cells in 100 μL per well. On the day of the screen for antiviral activity infection assays, cells were treated with compounds from a concentration range of 5 to 0.0001 μM using 11 serial dilutions and then incubated at 37°C for 3 hours. After compound incorporation, 100 μL of virus-stock diluted to achieve a luciferase signal between 0.2 and 2.0 relative luciferase units was added to each well and further incubated at 37°C for 48 hours. Infectivity was measured by using the Steady-lite plus luminescence reporter gene assay system (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA). Luciferase activity was measured by adding 100 μL of Steady-lite plus buffer (PerkinElmer) to the cells, incubating at room temperature for 20 min and measuring luminescence using a microplate reader. Antiviral activities were normalized to the infectivity in cells that featured the absence of target compounds. KaleidaGraph (Synergy Software, Reading, PA) was used to perform nonlinear regression analysis on the data. EC50 values were determined from the fit model.

**Single-round infection assays**

A modified version of the single-round infectivity assay was used to determine the replication of the INSTI-resistant mutant vectors. Briefly, 200 ng of a WT or INSTI-resistant mutant HIV-1 based
vector was added to each well in 96-well plates, incubated for 48 hours, and luciferase activity was measured as mentioned above. The luciferase activity of the WT virus was set to 100%, and the infectivity of the mutant viruses was measured as a percentage of WT (20).

**Surface plasmon resonance**

 SPR binding experiments were performed using the Reichert 4-SPR. WT PFV intasome containing biotinylated DNA (5′- /5Biosg/TGC GAA ATT CCA TGA CA -3′) (Integrated DNA Technologies) was immobilized on the streptavidin sensor chip via biotin-streptavidin interaction. The running buffer contained 0.01 M Hepes (pH 7.4), 0.32 M NaCl, 25 mM MgCl₂, 0.05% (v/v) Tween 20, and 5% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). DTG and 4d were prepared by serially diluting these compounds in 100% DMSO and then by adding running buffer (without DMSO) to reach a final DMSO concentration of 5% and drug concentrations from 15.62 to 250 nM. For each interaction, background binding and drift were subtracted via a reference. Data were analyzed using Clamp XP and fit with a kinetic titration model.

**IN protein expression and purification**

 His-tagged Sso7d-IN and mutants were expressed and purified essentially as described before (14, 15, 35). Briefly, the IN was expressed in Escherichia coli BL21(DE3), and the cells were lysed in buffer containing 20 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 10% glycerol, 2 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 20 mM imidazole, and 1 M NaCl. The protein was purified by nickel-affinity chromatography, and the His-tag was removed with thrombin. Aggregated protein was removed by gel filtration on a HiLoad 26/60 Superdex-200 column (Cytiva) equilibrated with 20 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 10% glycerol, 2 mM di-thiothreitol (DTT), 1 mM EDTA, and 0.5 M NaCl. The protein was concentrated using an Amicon centrifugal concentrator (EMD Millipore) as necessary, flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80°C. His-tagged Lens epithelium-derived growth factor-Integrase Binding Domain (LEDGF-IBD) (307-460) was expressed and purified in the similar way except His-tag was not removed from IBD.

**Intasome assembly and purification**

 The double-stranded vDNA substrate was prepared by annealing the following oligonucleotides: 5′- AGCGTGGGCGGGAAAA T CT -3′ and 5′- AGCGTGGGCGGGAAAA T CT -3′.

 Sso7d-IN Cleaved Synaptic Complex (CSC) intasomes were assembled and purified similar as previously described (15). Briefly, 3.0 μM IN and 1.0 μM viral DNA substrate were mixed in the buffer containing 20 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 25% (v/v) glycerol, 50 mM NDSB-256, 5 mM beta-mercaptoethanol (b-ME), 4 μM ZnCl₂, 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl₂, or 5 mM MgCl₂ with 50 μM dolutegravir (DTG) or 25 μM 4d. The reaction was carried at 23°C for 60 min and stopped by transferring onto ice, and then 500 mM NaCl was added to assembly reaction mixtures to solubilize intasomes. LEDGF-IBD (10 μM) was added into the supernatant of intasomes and incubated at 4°C overnight. The reaction mix was loaded onto a HiTrap column (Cytiva) equilibrated with 20 mM tris-Cl (pH 8.0), 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.5 M NaCl, and 20% (v/v) glycerol, and the intasomes were then eluted with a liner gradient of 0 to 500 mM imidazole in the same buffer. The fractions containing intasomes were combined and concentrated using a concentrator (Ultracel-100K, Millipore) and loaded onto Superose 6 10/300 GL (Cytiva) gel filtration column equilibrated with 20 mM bis-tris (pH 6.2), 0.5 mM Tris (2-carboxyethyl) phosphate (TCEP), 600 mM NaCl, 5.0 mM MgCl₂, and 10% (v/v) glycerol. The intasomes were further purified with TSKgel UltraSW in the buffer of 20 mM bis-tris (pH 6.2), 0.5 mM TCEP, 550 mM NaCl, 5.0 mM MgCl₂, and 6% (v/v) glycerol. INSTI (25 μM) was added to the intasomes after every step of purification. CSCs were concentrated to 0.4 mg/ml with spin concentrator for cryo-EM grid preparation. Apo CSCs were prepared in essentially the same way except MgCl₂ and INSTI were substituted by 5.0 mM CaCl₂, and MgCl₂ was omitted in all purification buffers.

**IN activity assays**

 IN (3 μM; unless otherwise noted) and 1.0 μM viral DNA substrate were preincubated on ice in 20 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 25% glycerol, 10 mM DTT, 5 mM MgCl₂, 4 mM ZnCl₂, and 100 mM NaCl in a 20-μl reaction volume. For the vDNA, fluorescent DNA was purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies and contained a 6-carboxy-fluorescein (6-FAM) fluorophore attached to the 5′-end of the precut oligonucleotide, yielding Fam-AGCGTGGGCGGGAAAA TCTCTAGCA vDNAs. Three hundred nanograms of target plasmid DNA pGEM-9zf was then added, the reaction was initiated by transfer to 37°C, and incubation was continued for 1 hour. For integration product analysis, the reactions were stopped by addition of SDS and EDTA to 0.2% and 10 mM, respectively, together with 5 μg of proteinase K. Incubation was continued at 37°C for a further 1 hour. The DNA was then recovered by ethanol precipitation and subjected to electrophoresis in a 1.5% agarose gel in 1× tris-boric acid–EDTA buffer. DNA was visualized either by ethidium bromide staining or by fluorescence using a Typhoon 8600 fluorescence scanner (GE Healthcare).

**Modeling of double mutant cycles using Potts statistical energy models**

 The Potts model is a probabilistic model of sequence covariation built on the single and pairwise site amino acid frequencies of a protein multiple sequence alignment (MSA) and is aimed to describe the observation probabilities of the various states of the system (i.e., sequences in the MSA). The Potts statistical energy of a sequence provides an estimate of the probability of observing the sequence, giving a proxy for the fitness of the sequence, and for a sequence S of length L is given by $E(S) = \sum_{i<j} j_{ij} + \sum_i h_i$, where the model parameters $h_i$ called “fields” represent the statistical energy of a residue Si at position i in sequence S, and $j_{ij}$ are “couplings” representing the energy contribution of a position pair ij. The probability of observing the sequence S according to the model is given by $P(S) = e^{-E(S)}$. The change in Potts energy due to mutating a residue α at position i in β is then given by

$$\Delta E(S_{\alpha\to\beta}) = \Delta E(S_{\alpha}) - \Delta E(S_{\beta}) = h_{\alpha} - h_{\beta} + \sum_{j \neq i} j_{ij} - j_{ij}.$$

In this form, $\Delta E(S_{\alpha\to\beta}) > 0$ implies that the residue β is more favorable than residue α at position i in the given sequence S. For the pair of mutations α and β at positions ij in the protein, the double mutant cycle captures the non-additivity (strength of epistatic
interaction) of the effects of mutations and is given by the difference between the sum of the independent mutational effects, $\Delta E(S^i) + \Delta E(S^j)$, and the effect of the corresponding double mutation $\Delta E(S^i, S^j) = \Delta E(S^i, S^j) = |\Delta E(S^i) + \Delta E(S^j)|$. If $\Delta \Delta E = 0$, then the mutations are mutually independent, whereas if $\Delta \Delta E \neq 0$, then the two mutations are epistatically coupled; $\Delta \Delta E > 0$ implies that the mutations are beneficial/cooperative to each other and vice versa.

The Potts statistical energy models probe the underlying relationships between protein structure, function, and fitness, and here, they are used to provide insights into the coupled nature of the effects of primary and compensatory residue pairs (see note S1). For a more detailed description of the Potts model in protein biophysics, we refer the reader to (53–57) and, for applications of the Potts model to HIV including description of data processing and model inference, to (39, 43, 44, 58–61).

**Cryo-EM sample preparation and data collection**

For cryo-EM sample preparation, 3.0 μl of purified CSC was applied onto freshly plasma cleaned (60s, Pelco easyGlow plasma cleaner) holey grids (UltrAuFoil R 1.2/1.3 300 mesh, quantifoil), adsorbed for 10 s, blotted for 4 s, and then plunged into liquid ethane using Vitrobot V plunge freezer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Data collections were performed at different locations using a Titan Krios transmission electron microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific) operating at 300 keV, equipped with either a K2 or K3 direct electron detector (Gatan). Data collection was performed either using Legoim (62, 63) or SerialEM (64), depending on the facility being used. Most of the data collections were performed using stage tilt, respectively. All imaging parameters across the 11 datasets are comprehensively summarized in table S1.

**Cryo-EM image analysis**

Cryo-EM datasets were processed using a similar workflow. The movie frames were imported to Relion 4.0-beta-2 (65) for dose-weighted motion correction (66) on 5 by 5 patch squares using a B-factor of 150 Å$^2$. The gain reference used for Relion motion correction was generated by using the Sum_all_tifs program, which is part of the cisTEM image processing suite (67). The motion-corrected micrographs were then imported into Warp 1.0.9 (68) to perform contrast transfer function (CTF) estimation and particle selection. The particles that scored above 0.6 were selected in Warp with a retrained BoxNet model using constraint settings of particle diameter of 180 Å and a minimum distance between particles of 20 Å. Particles were initially extracted in Warp using a box size of 384 pixels. The motion-corrected micrographs in Relion and particle star file generated in Warp were then imported into cryoSPARC V3.3.2 (69) to continue data processing. The particle coordinates indicated in the particle star file were reextracted in cryoSPARC with the same box size of 384 pixels and were used to perform 2D classification. The classes containing the best particles were selected after several rounds of 2D classification based on particle features and visual inspection of the 2D class averages. Following 2D classification and selection of the best classes, the remaining particles were subjected to heterogeneous refinement with C2 symmetry to further clean the dataset and using a previously published map of the HIV-1 intasome bound to the INSTI 4d as a reference (EMD_20484) (15). Multiple rounds of heterogeneous refinement were performed until no further improvements in resolution were observed, as determined by the Fourier shell correlation (FSC). At each round, particles corresponding to the high-resolution map were selected, whereas the remaining particles were removed from processing. Following heterogeneous refinement, the remaining particles were used for homogeneous refinement in cryoSPARC, which generally produced reconstructions resolved to $<3$ Å, as determined using the FSC criterion (70) using a fixed threshold of 0.143. At this point, the remaining particles were imported back to Relion for Bayesian polishing using default parameters. Subsequently, the polished particles were reimported back to cryoSPARC to perform one round of nonuniform refinement (71), which was followed by one round of global CTF refinement and one round of per-particle CTF refinement. We repeated the procedure iteratively—Bayesian polishing in Relion followed by nonuniform refinement and global and per-particle CTF refinement in cryoSPARC iteratively, until no further improvements in resolution were observed, as determined using the FSC. In general, the optics parameters, per-particle defoci, and the map resolutions converged after several iterations of polishing and nonuniform and CTF refinement. The final map was generated by the last nonuniform refinement. The directional resolution of the map was evaluated using the 3D FSC server (3dfsc.salk.edu) (72), and the quality of the orientation distribution was evaluated using the sampling compensation function (73, 74). All images were generated using UCSF Chimera (75).

**Atomic model building and refinement**

Modeling of HIV-1 intasomes containing drug-resistant variants was initially focused on deriving a single accurate unhydrated atomic model. The initial reference used to derive an accurate model of the nucleoprotein components was the structure of the cleaved synaptic complex intasome bound with magnesium and the INSTI 4d, resolved to 2.8 Å [Protein Data Bank (PDB) 6PUY]. A baseline atomic model was derived for the structure of the G140A intasome bound to DTG, which corresponded to one of the highest resolution maps, at 2.2 Å. Mutations corresponding to the drug-resistant variants were generated in silico, the coordinates of the ligand (DTG) were added to the model, restraint files were generated using phenix.elbow (76), and the model was manually adjusted in Coot (77, 78) wherever discrepancies were apparent with the high-resolution map. The final model was derived through iterative model building using Coot and real-space refinement using phenix.real_space_refine (79). The same procedure was then adapted to all other map/model combinations, using the model of the G140A intasome bound to DTG as a baseline.

Atomic models were individually hydrated to account for variabilities in their global resolution. We determined an estimate for the number of waters that we should observe based on an analysis of Carugo and Bordo (80). Before dousing, cryo-EM density reconstructions were resampled and resized such that the voxel size became roughly one quarter of the resolution estimate using software available in cisTEM (67). We next used phenix.douse, available from Phenix version 1.20.1-4487 (81) to programmatically add water molecules to the density that was not accounted by the protein or DNA models. During dousing, we used the same settings for each of the models - dist_min = 2.5 dist_max = 4.5 keep_input_water = TRUE sphericity_filter = false - and varied the map_threshold value to add the number of waters expected based
on the resolution of the map and the number of atoms in the model according to analysis of Carugo and Bordo. After dousing, the models were subjected to a round of real space refinement with Phenix (82) and MolProbity (UnDowser) (83) and removed if they (i) clashed with protein molecules, (ii) were placed in density that belong to other protomers of the dodecamer, or (iii) were placed errantly without corresponding density. Dousing was performed using an asymmetric unit of the intasome, and twofold symmetry was applied at the end. The geometry of the final symmetrized models and other validation statistics were reported by MolProbity. The relevant refinement statistics are summarized in table S1. High-resolution structural figures were prepared for publication using UCSF Chimera (75).

**Molecular dynamics and FEP system setup and simulation details**

For MD-based FEP simulations, the starting model was an experimentally determined structure of the E138K/Q148K HIV intasome with DTG bound. The structure of the E138K/Q148K-4d complex used in the FEP simulation is obtained from E138K/Q148K-DTG but replacing DTG with 4d from the WT intasome with 4d bound (PDB 6PUY) (15). The E138K/Q148K-DTG and E138K/Q148K-4d complexes were prepared with Protein Preparation Wizard. FEP simulations using the FEP+ program (84) from the Schrödinger suite 2021-2 was used to mutate Gly140 into Ala. A series of FEP simulations are performed to alchemically “mutate” the Gly140 side chain into Ala. For every complex and the corresponding endpoint structures, the FEP protein mutation for ligand selectivity graphical user interface (84) in Maestro Suite is applied to build a perturbation map. The OPLS4e force field was used for modeling proteins and ligands (85). Torsion parameters were checked for all ligand fragments using Force Field Builder. A 10-Å cubic box filled with ~31,300 SPC water (86) was used for the complex and solvent perturbation leg. Additional Na+ and Cl− ions were added to achieve 0.15 M NaCl in the simulation box. The number of alchemical λ windows is set to 12 by default to connect the WT and the mutant states. For each λ window, the production MD is run for 15 ns in the constant-temperature, constant-pressure (NPT) ensemble. The Bennett acceptance ratio method (87) was used to calculate the free energy differences. The mutational free energy calculations were performed in triplicate by initializing the MD with different random seeds. The reported relative binding free energies were calculated as the average of the three ΔΔG from independent simulations.
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